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This year, we created a new Research & Development department,
to provide ourselves and the sector with additional resource and
insight. We have already seen exceptional results in this area for our
Movement and Dance division, and we continue to provide data
towards the support required for community clubs to prosper post
COVID-19.
We are also very proud of the development and learning
opportunities provided by our events programme. Although the
necessity to move towards virtual events was far from easy, we were
able to welcome a record number of members to our events across
the year.

The 2020/21 year was the final 12 months for our
strategy – The Heart of an Active Nation. With the
COVID-19 pandemic challenging all of us, the emphasis
on heart was never more apparent.
The Sport and Recreation Alliance has been committed in
its support for our members across the last year, doing our
utmost to guide and assist through some of the most testing
periods in memory.

I would like to acknowledge and pay tribute to the hard work of our
board, leadership team and staff over the last 12 months. I’m also
delighted to welcome Hamid Vaghefian as a new Elected Director
to the Alliance and we look forward to his insights and energy as we
drive our work forwards.
Our focus now switches to the new Alliance strategy – Support.
Recover. Achieve. Over the next four years we will continue to stand
alongside our partners in the sector as we re-emerge from lockdown
to achieve our collective aim of building a happier, healthier and
more active nation.

As the nation came to a standstill, we engaged, activated,
and collaborated with the sector to provide a collective voice
for sport and recreation. Through lockdowns and restrictions,
we have worked tirelessly to deliver on our aims and to keep
the physical activity community connected.
We challenged ourselves as an organisation to not only
contribute in conversations, but to also lead them. I am
proud of the work we have done in supporting our members
through this pandemic, from our lobbying with government
to the training delivered from our governance team.

Lisa Wainwright,
CEO, Sport and Recreation Alliance

of members were satisified
with their interactions with the Alliance over the last year with zero
members dissatisified
of members engaged with the Alliance over the previous 12
months
of members want to increase their engagement, or are open to
increasing their engagement, with the Alliance

Alliance members agree that we:
• LIVE UP TO OUR VALUES.
• HELP TO PROMOTE THE POWER OF SPORT AND RECREATION.
• PROTECT AND PROMOTE MEMBERS’ INTERESTS AS THE INDEPENDENT VOICE
OF SPORT AND RECREATION.
• ARE AN INFLUENTIAL ORGANISATION THAT HELPS TO SHAPE THE SPORT AND
RECREATION LANDSCAPE.

FEEDBACK

of members are positive of the the new Alliance strategy
Support. Recover. Achieve

When members are looking for support for their work, the
Alliance’s services were highlighted as the ‘first choice’ for
the following percentage of organisations

Launched Governance Network in
September, which now has 50 members.

100% of organisations utilised a
membership benefit.

Over 2,800 people attended an
Alliance event.

Supporting Our Members
Through the hardships and restrictions of the past
12 months, the Alliance did what it does best – it
was there for its members. No creative effort was
spared in ensuring the sector was able to adapt to
new challenges, at pace and under huge pressure.
Knowing that physical contact would all but
stop, we provided simple, easy access to tools,
guidance and advice so members could move
their activities online and keep supporting their
participants. We said hello to 16 new members
and continued to strengthen relationships with our
friends from all five of our divisions.

100%
150
31

of our members
received a phone
call from us this year

of our members were
profiled on social media

Free Zoom Business licences saved our
members over £5000 and allowed them
to stay connected and keep delivering
during COVID

Voice of the Sector
Bringing the sector together has never been easier, or more
challenging than in the last year. There have been common
issues raised in which we have co-ordinated, collaborated
and led on work such as the Black Lives Matter statement
and the Sports Recovery Fund.
However, we have been acutely aware that the pandemic
has affected each organisation independently and very
individual challenges were also created.
This is why we have delivered more direct consultation
work with members, hosted more frequent divisional
meetings and spoken with government on the big and
small issues that have impacted on our members’ ability to
deliver and in some cases, survive.

Released Black Lives Matter
statement with the support of

124 signatories
4,000 responses
to our
Sports Recovery Fund Research

100 sports bodies
supported our UK IWG bid as well as the
Sports Minister, Sport England, Sport NI,
sportscotland, Sport Wales and UK Sport

33 members were part of our
Olympic and Paralympic project
which reached

124,000 people

Highlighting the Power of Activity
In a period of restrictions and lockdowns, the wellbeing benefits of being active have never been
more important. The Alliance has supported the incredible work of our members as we listed the
phenomenal virtual activity taking place across the country and shared the return to play safeguards
that were created to welcome back participants.

744
Responses
Our Movement and Dance
division were supported to
deliver a detailed analysis of
the impact of COVID-19 in
their clubs and we received
an incredible response.

75
Times
Our work was featured in
the media including BBC,
ITV, The Telegraph and The
Guardian, as we highlighted
the power of activity and the
need to protect it.

35% of
stories

Our daily newsletter was
more member-focused,
with the number of stories
showcasing the brilliant
work of our members more
than doubling in a year.

Training AND EVENTS
It’s been a year of seismic change,
and we’ve had to rethink, replan
and rework our training and events
programme to ensure that everything
we delivered remained beneficial to
our members. Packed venues were
replaced with packed screens as we
welcomed 100s of guests to eight
first-class events. Moving online
allowed us to attract speakers from
all over the world, with the likes of
former England netball captain, Ama
Agbeze tuning into our Fit for the Future
conference from New Zealand and
retired footballer Shaka Hislop joining
us from the USA. Despite the lack of
face-to-face interaction, our delegates
were given a platform to continue to
connect with one another and brush up
their knowledge on some of the most
important topics in society.

950

Record-breaking sign-ups for our
week-long Annual Conference

300+

Attendees at our
divisional meetings

233

% Increase in the number of
Fit for the Future delegates

120

Members enjoyed our
Christmas Reception

363

People attended our
Pride Month Webinar
Series in partnership with Pride Sports

Testimonials
“Throughout 2020-21, the Sport and Recreation Alliance has demonstrated strong leadership in challenging
circumstances. They have played a critical role in ensuring their members have had support, advice and assistance
when dealing with the numerous changes to rules and regulations for sport. Alongside this, they have been active
in creating opportunities for sports such as rowing to discuss and contribute to the bigger conversations, such as
the Black Lives Matter movement. And lastly, through the Water Recreation Divisional Meetings they have brought
together likeminded sports to share experiences and learn from each other, something that British Rowing values
highly.”
Andy Parkinson, CEO, British Rowing

“

As a small organisation, membership of the Sport and Recreation Alliance is of real added value to us. Some of the benefits include
saving us time and resources when it comes to keeping up to date with what’s happening in the sector, sharing best practice with other
NGBs and offering training at a reduced price for our staff. On a personal level, the CEO Forum has provided a unique platform during
these challenging months in which to feel supported and listened to as well as opening up new connections and networks.
Lisa Graham
Managing Director
Bowls Development Alliance

”

Testimonials
“Our membership of the Sport and Recreation Alliance gives us invaluable insight into government regulations and
legislation. Through the Outdoor Pursuits Division, we have a collective voice for the outdoor leisure sector, the
pandemic means this work has never been more important. It is also reassuring to know the Alliance team is on
hand to help with expertise and contacts, often at short notice, as and when issues arise, especially in the current
climate. It’s a relationship we very much value.”
Simon McGrath
Head of Communications and External Relations
Camping and Caravanning Club

“

Being a member of the Alliance over the past year has been hugely valuable as we have come to terms with everything
the Covid-19 pandemic has thrown at us. During lockdown the Alliance facilitated a number of Water Recreation
Divisional Meetings that gave us the opportunity to learn from other organisations in the sector and find out what the
Alliance was doing to support its members during an unprecedented time. Furthermore, having the policy team on
hand to support us with inconsistencies in return to play guidance was very beneficial. I was able to take care of my
own mental health and wellbeing by attending a Catch a Coffee webinar put on by the Alliance in partnership with Mind.
During a time where our personal and organisational resilience was pushed to the limit, this event greatly supported me.
Mary Tetley,
CEO, British Sub-Aqua Club

”
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